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We believe the HEARTH Act and Opening Doors lead the way to finally
ending homelessness.
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No one is homeless more than 30 days
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Current situation: hard work and inefficiency
To reach the goal: create and operate a system
Decisions to make: order & approach
Information & Tools available
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Vision: No one homeless more than 30 days

Housing Crisis Resolution System
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Right-Sizing Decision Process
The flow of the diagram shows how to order common decisions necessary for rightsizing. The content of the shapes offers how to approach these decision in a way that
will lead to a right sized system. The accompanying “Right-Sizing Steps” matrix
describes each step and suggests tools available to help with implementation .

Decide to create a

Housing Crisis
Resolution System
where nobody is homeless
more than 30 days

Data Available &
Useable Quality

Understand who is
homeless in your
community

Understand existing
programs in your
community

Match
interventions to
populations

Right-Size
Homeless Programs

Create or modify
Coordinated Entry
System

Integrate CES into
other community
entry systems with
housing resources
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Steps to Create a Housing Crisis Resolution System
The purpose of this table is to provide steps for achieving a Housing Crisis Resolution System, description of key information needed,
resources that delve into the concepts, and tools to help communities achieve these steps. These materials suggest a linear model
to create a Housing Crisis Resolution System; if your community’s order of system development differs, we encourage you to think
about possible strengths and pitfalls. For example, creating diversion programs earlier may be a good strategy, while creating a
Coordinated Entry System before matching your homeless population to available resources may create long waitlists or other
unintended consequences.

Steps
•
Data Available &
Useable Quality

•
•

Description of Information Needed

Resources about Concepts & Tools

HMIS data that is largely complete, accurate,
and congruent (different fields covering same
issues are consistent client to client)
Unsheltered & Sheltered Counts
Budget data for each program by all sources

1. HMIS data quality reports measure data completeness.
2. APR, APR detail, and other reports can be used to look at
accuracy and congruency; if APRs and HMIS data do not
match, this is indicator of poor HMIS data quality.
3. Analysis targeted to accuracy and congruency of fields
needed for HEARTH goals can be conducted outside of
HMIS.

Understand Who
is Homeless

Annualized Point-in-Time Count
• Literally homeless only, by subpopulation
• Accurate count, correctly annualized
System and Program Entry
• HMIS “Prior Living” data field
• Look for entries from non-literal homelessness

Understand
Existing Programs

Using HMIS data, measure program and system
outcomes, preferably at the household level:
• Program and System Entry
• Length of Stay
• Rate of Exits to Permanent Housing
Link program cost information with HMIS data to
measure:
• Cost per Permanent Housing Exit
• System Investments
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Estimating the Need, by Martha R. Burt & Carol Wilkins,
Corporation for Supportive Housing 2005.

Homeless System Evaluator, National Alliance to End
Homelessness.
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Steps to Create a Housing Crisis Resolution System
Steps

Match Population
Needs to
Interventions

Description of Information Needed
Look for mismatches between the population and
the available programs, such as:
• program type(s) (e.g. 80% of population are single

adults but 80% of program capacity is for families)
• program outcomes (e.g. many entries from housing,
but high rates of unsheltered people.)
• funding (e.g. 50% of funding going to 25% of beds)

Make shifts to adjust programs to align with needs:
• Re-allocation (formal HUD process and/or local

Right-Size
Homeless
Programs

change of investments)

• Programmatic changes (e.g. removing barriers to
entry to serve most needy)

Create a
Coordinated Entry
System

Integrate CES with
other Entry
Systems

Develop Diversion
Program

• Targeted intake location(s) where literally
homeless people are served;
• Use common intake and assessment tool
• “Real time” bed reservations
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Focus Strategies presentations show HMIS fields used and
strategies for presenting data; look under both Publications
and Events.

Performance Improvement Calculator (PIC)
Right-Sizer (informal name for Focus Strategies tool under
development, next generation PIC that covers multiple
years of modeling financial reallocations, new entries to
homelessness, and programmatic shifts to performance
outcomes improvements.
Coordinated Assessment Toolkit, National Alliance to End
Homelessness, 2013.
Assessment Toolkit, National Alliance to End Homelessness,
2011.

If the community has other existing Entry Systems
(such as Mental Health, Veterans, etc.) that have
dedicated housing resources, the Housing Crisis
Resolution CES can be linked through community
resource networks to avoid duplication and
streamline access points for clients.
Use HMIS data (prior living, homeless history) to
create targeted and narrow diversion program,
serving only those who are otherwise entering
shelter or other literally homeless program.
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Resources about Concepts & Tools

Discussions with communities that have developed links
between systems are recommended. Focus Strategies has
experience, as do State systems that use TANF or other
non-homeless resources as primary strategy for housing
literally homeless people.
Closing the Front Door: Creating a Successful
Diversion Program for Homeless Families , National Alliance
to End Homelessness, 2011.
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